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FinWatch – A Weekly Newsletter
Find the latest edition of FinWatch which provides a gist of all regulatory developments
impacting the financial services industry in South Africa.

· Regulatory Developments
· Market Developments
· Accounting Changes
· Upcoming Events and Conferences
· The Inside Edge

Regulatory Developments
Banking

South African President believes the big four banks’ dominance must end
South African President expressed his views on the dominance of a few banks in the South
African banking industry. The article states that there is a skewed economic control on the
industry, with the five largest lenders controlling around 90% of banking assets in the
country. Hence, the South African President believes that more banks should be allowed to
share that space. Bloomberg

Brokerage & Securities Market

Competition Commission charges global banks on collusion
On February 15, 2017, the Competition Commission referred a collusion case against
several leading global banks to the Tribunal for a case of price fixing and market allocation
in the trading of foreign currency pairs involving the Rand since April 2015. The
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Commission found that from at least 2007, the respondents had a general agreement to
collude on prices for bids, offers and bid-offer spreads for the spot trades in relation to
currency trading involving US Dollar / Rand currency pair. Further, the Commission found
that the respondents manipulated the price of bids and offers through agreements to refrain
from trading and creating fictitious bids and offers at particular times. The Commission is
seeking an order from the Tribunal declaring that the respondents have contravened the
Competition Act. Further, the Commission is seeking an order declaring that the banks in
question are liable for the payment of an administrative penalty equal to 10% of their
annual turnover. For more information, please contact KPMG’s Mark Danckwerts Reuters,
National Treasury
 
Insurance

FSB fines a leading life insurance company
The Registrar of Long-term Insurance (the Registrar) referred a case against a leading life
insurance company to the Enforcement Committee of the Financial Services Board. It was
found that in 86 instances the notice to the policyholders informing them about the rejection
of the claims did not comply with the provisions of the Policyholder Protection Rules. In
other words, the company did not inform the claimants that:
·        The clients may within a period of not less than 90 days after the receipt of the notice

make representations to the company with respect to the decision;
·        In case they are not satisfied, that they have the right to lodge a complaint under the

Financial Services Ombud Schemes Act, 2004.
Please contact Benjamin Vosloo for further details FSB
 
FSB’s Dixon to take charge of international association
The current Deputy Executive Officer for insurance at the Financial Services Board (FSB),
Jonathan Dixon, was named as the new secretary general of the International Association
of Insurance Supervisors (IAIS). IAIS is the international standard setting body for the
supervision of the insurance sector. Dixon will be the first person from an emerging
economy to take the position of its secretary general. Dixon will join IAIS from 1 September
, allowing the FSB time for a smooth transfer of his responsibilities at the local regulator.
MoneyWeb
 
Others

NCR issues a circular on annual renewal of registration
The National Credit Regulator (NCR) issued a circular on annual renewal of registration.
The Circular intends to communicate the process and requirements for the annual renewal
of registration in terms of the National Credit Act, 2005. As per the circular, the registration
renewal fee should be paid no later than 31st of July of each year. A grace period of 30
days will be provided beyond which there will be an automatic lapse in the registration.
After the lapse in registration no payments will be accepted. Engaging in activities which
require registration will be prohibited. Consumers will automatically be transferred to a
registered entity and a new application would have to be submitted for re-registration. For
more information, please contact Finn Elliot. NCR
 
Keynote address by Daniel Mminele, Deputy Governor of the South African Reserve
Bank, at the T-20 Africa Conference
At the Crowne Plaza Hotel, Johannesburg, the Deputy Governor of the South African
Reserve Bank addressed the delegates at the Africa T-20 Conference. The Deputy
Governor reflects on the Think Tank (T-20) which was formed as a collaborative network of
premier think-tanks from G-20 economies and other high level experts. He also touched
upon the need for government officials to join together and address the issue of decline in
correspondent banking. He spends considerable time exploring innovations in the digital
economy and the contribution to financial inclusion. He also recognises the numerous
regulatory challenges needing to be addressed. South Africa Reserve Bank
To Top

Market Developments
Africa

NBFIRA issues a notice to non-banking institutions (Botswana)
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The Non-Bank Financial Institutions Regulatory Authority (NBFIRA) issued a notice on
outstanding debts. The notice was addressed to the non-banking financial institutions that
are regulated and supervised by NBFIRA, and have outstanding licensing and/or
supervisory levies, in line with the NBFIRA Supervisory Levies & Licensing Fees
Regulations. The regulator notified them that they are granted seven working days from
date of this notice to have settled their outstanding debts. It further notified that the
outstanding levies are subject to interest and penalty levies for failure to pay timeously, and
as such, it is in the interest of the non-bank financial institutions to enquire on the total
outstanding debts to ensure accurate payment. Failure to settle the outstanding debts may
result in NBFIRA taking appropriate action against such NBFIs. NBFIRA
 
International

PRA issues a set of supervisory statements on risk management and SCR (UK)
The Prudential regulation Authority (PRA) issued two supervisory statements:
·         In the first statement, the PRA expects firms using an approved internal or partial

internal model to calculate their solvency capital requirement (SCR) to report the
internal model outputs using the relevant templates provided in the Appendices. For
further information please contact Auguste Claude-Nquetsop. PRA
 

·         In the second statement, the PRA raises its expectations of how firms should identify
and manage all risks to which their business could be exposed over the long term, as
well as the short term. This would enable firms to assess their ability to meet
obligations to its policyholders when the firm decides to cease writing business beyond
what it plans to write over the next twelve months, and meet those obligations in
stressed conditions. Please contact Jason Strauss to discuss further.  PRA

 
Regulatory update to the general insurance industry
The Chairman of Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) outlined the
ASIC’ regulatory priorities for the coming year. This includes: 
·         Looking at promoting the No claim discount health checks
·         Reviewing surveillance and investigation process used by insurers to identify

fraudulent claims
·         Instituting more significant penalties for misconduct relating to insurance claims

handling has been proposed by the ASIC
·         Introducing product intervention power which would envisage ASIC being able to take

action in relation to product features, the types of consumers who can access a
product, and the circumstances in which they can do so. ASIC

 
APRA’s Chairman addresses the regulators panel during A50 Australian Economic
Forum (Australia)
The Chairman of Australian Prudential Regulation Authority (APRA) addressed the
regulators panel during A50 Australian Economic Forum. The speech was initiated with a
brief introduction about the regulatory authority, followed by a discussion on the key issues
for APRA in 2017. These issues include the recommendation of the Financial System
Inquiry for the authority to set the capital standards so that the capital ratios of the deposit-
takers are strong. He updated that the authority been working on it, and is waiting for the
international work in Basel on the bank capital regime to be completed. He also discussed
the Australian housing market. He believes that housing is the authority’s supervisory focus
as it represents the largest asset class on the banking industry’s balance sheet. The
authority has increased its intensity to ensure the quality of housing portfolios by collecting
more data from lenders, putting the matter on the agenda of Boards, establishing stronger
lending standards that will serve to mitigate some of the risks from the current environment,
and seeking in particular to moderate the rapid growth in lending to investors. These efforts
aim to ensure lenders continue to make sound loans to borrowers who can afford to pay
them back. He concluded the speech with his views on the involvement of FinTech in the
Australian financial sector. He indicated that the Australian financial sector has been quick
in adapting a new technology as it emerges. He gave examples of some new infrastructure
being built, such as the New Payments Platform. In the future, the expects increased
investment in new technology by financial firms, which would help in the soundness,
efficiency and competitiveness of the financial system. APRA
 
IOSCO publishes research report on Financial Technologies (International)
On February 8, 2017, the Board of the International Organization of Securities Commission
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(IOSCO) published a research report on Fintech. While the Financial Technologies
(Fintech) landscape encompasses eight categories – payments, insurance, planning,
lending and crowdfunding, block chain, trading and investments, data and analytics and
security; IOSCO’s report focuses on the delivery of the securities and capital markets
products and services through the use Fintech. Specifically, this report examines:
·        Financing platforms, including Peer-to-peer (P2P) lending and equity crowdfunding

(ECF)
·        Retail Trading and Investment Platforms, including robo-advisers and social trading

and investing platforms;
·        Institutional Trading Platforms, with a specific focus on innovation in bond trading

platforms; and
·        Distributed Ledger Technologies (DLT), including application of the block chain

technology and shared ledgers in the context of the securities markets.
 
From a regulatory standpoint, some of the main points outlined by the research report
include:
·        The global nature of Fintech creates a potential risk of regulatory arbitrage which may

be overcome through international cooperation and greater exchange of information
among regulators.

·        Regulators may face challenges addressing Fintech development while fulfilling their
regulatory mandate, such as promoting investor protection, market fairness and
financial stability.

·        Fintech has enabled new distribution and business models for products and services
through the internet and mobile based interfaces. The report suggests that this marks a
shift towards ‘digital customer onboarding’ and ‘e-KYC’ thereby reducing compliance
costs and increasing accessibility to a broader investor base.

·        Within the larger construct of Fintech, the report indicates that cybersecurity and data
protection will emerge as key priorities among regulators across developed and
emerging markets.

·        Fintech is more self-directed aimed largely at retail investors. In view of this, the report
expects financial literacy and investor education to emerge as key priorities for
regulators.

·        The report also mentions that several regulators have established Fintech offices
which help innovative start-ups and technology firms who are not familiar with the
financial sector to understand how their products and services intersect with financial
regulation. Furthermore, the report mentions that some regulators are exploring the
possibility of introducing regulatory sandbox frameworks, under which Fintech
companies offering financial services may be granted certain regulatory flexibilities.

The report concludes by mentioning that Fintech applications are developing fast creating
new opportunities to achieve better outcomes for investors. While the report also cautions
that as with any change new risks and vulnerabilities may arise. For further insights into
financial services innovation, please contact Frank Rizzo. IOSCO
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Accounting Changes
Firm rotation plan met with strong resistance in the Parliament
The Independent Regulatory Board for Auditors (IRBA) introduced Mandatory Audit Firm
Rotation (MAFR), which would put a limit on the duration for which an accounting firm may
be the auditor of a specific company to improve audit quality and independence. The South
Institute of Chartered Accountants (SAICA) and The King Committee argued against the
plan of the Independent Regulatory Board for Auditors (IRBA) to introduce MAFR as a way
of strengthening auditor independence and claimed that they need more research to
investigate the implications of introducing the measure in South Africa in the public hearing
of finance by the Parliament’s standing Committee. SAICA
 
Icpak roots for audit standards (Kenya)
Institute of Certified Public Accountants of Kenya (Icpak) is urging listed firms to adopt the
new International Standard on Auditing (ISA) 701 to help them deal with issues related to
law and regulations. The standard is expected to alter the form and content of auditing
reports presented to stakeholders and urged officials in the public sector to adhere and
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participate in the ‘audit exit’, where issues of major concern to the auditor are explained.
The standard requires that the auditor provides additional information to users of the
financial statements to assist them understand matters that are significant in the audit.
Icpak
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Upcoming Events and Conferences

FSB to organize the Annual FAIS conference 2017
The Financial Services Board (FSB) will be hosting the annual Financial Advisory and
Intermediary Services (FAIS) conference. The event will include the updates on recent
legislative developments and documents published for comments. It will take place from 1
March to 17 March 2017 at three different locations namely Johannesburg, Cape Town and
Pretoria. FSB
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Inside Edge

A KPMG survey of how banks identify, measure, and control 
non-financial risks

Costs and charges arising from banks’ non-financial risks have increased sharply in recent
years. In part this reflects the compensation and litigation costs relating to misconduct, but
it has also been driven by the costs of IT failures and cyber-attacks. Recent and
prospective regulatory requirements and supervisory actions not only impose additional
compliance costs but also require banks to take a more strategic view of how they identify,
measure and control their non-financial risks.

To better understand how banks are responding to these risks and to provide banks with
an opportunity to share and compare their views with peers across the market KPMG
undertook a survey of 36 banks across Europe. The survey results highlighted the
importance of banks’ non-financial risks: nearly half of the respondents reported that such
risks accounted for more than 10 percent of their banks’ total losses, and that operational
risk represented more than 10 percent of risk weighted exposures.

Please contact KPMG’s Regulatory Centre of Excellence for local context and perspective
of how these risks manifest in the South African environment.

Navigating through uncertainty: European banks’ non-financial risks

Please click here to access the previous issues of the External edition of FinWatch
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